Camarda relates shooting experience
by Tim Joyce

"He was about three feet from me when he stopped, drew his gun, aimed and fired," Joe Camarda said, describing the Dec. 11 shooting by intruders in his Corby St. home.

Camarda, a senior economics major from Reston, Va. was seriously wounded during the incident.

In the interview which took place Tuesday from his hospital bed, Camarda related the details of the shooting in a high voice, the result of a bullet passing through his neck. Appearing extremely weak, he has lost more than 40 pounds since the shooting.

According to Camarda, he had just gone upstairs at approximately 10 p.m. the night of the incident, and was in his room when he heard a knock at the door. At the same time, chimes above the door sounded, indicating that someone had already entered the house.

"I walked downstairs, figuring it was a friend who had just left and had forgotten something. I was halfway down the stairs when I called out 'Who's there?' I heard some noise and went down to the landing. 'I saw one guy halfway out the front door and another was near the door. The third guy ran past me and stopped. 'It was all in a split second. It happened fast. I guess when he was aiming at me, I ducked to the right, catching the bullet in my neck,' Camarda related.

The bullet travelled through his epiglottis, nicked and collapsed a lung and just missed his spine. Now lodged in Camarda's liver, the bullet will not be removed unless he develops complications, according to physicians.

At first, Camarda thought that the bullet had missed him. 'I fell down, but got up immediately and ran up the stairs, screaming, 'I've been shot.' At first my housemate, Rick Lane, thought it was kidding and that the bang he had heard was a firecracker that a friend had set off as a joke."

Lane then told Camarda to lie down and made him comfortable. Throughout the incident, Camarda was fully conscious.

Camarda was expected to make a speedy recovery at St. Joseph's Hospital, but complications set in later that week. "I was OK, but then my neck swelled up and they had to operate."

A tracheotomy was performed on Camarda in what was to be the first of three operations.

"The second operation was to determine what organs had been hit and where the bullet really was. The other operation was to drain fluids which had built up inside," Camarda explained.

He has mixed feelings about the incident.

"I was disappointed that (University President) Fr. (Theodore) Hesburgh seemed more interested in the broad theory of gun control that in seeing that his off-campus students are secure. "It appears to me that they (University officials) are not really interested. This is the first time this has happened, and you'd think they'd take some definite action," Camarda commented.

On the positive side, he had only praise for the Campus Ministry, stating, "The Campus Ministry staff was great. They really helped out when I needed it most. They were always coming by to see if I needed anything. They were great to me, especially Fr. (Thomas) McNally."

According to Camarda, "All my friends really came through for me and helped out my family a great deal."

When asked about the off-campus situation, Camarda said, "Something should be done. The University (administration) must take an aggressive role and not a passive one. The off-campus office does a good job, but students themselves need to get more involved."

Camarda was released from the hospital yesterday, and was flown home to Virginia where he will be recovering this semester. However, he said that he will return to South Bend in the spring for the trial and to see his friends.

Labor Board decides against campus workers
by Michael Redenauer

The campus workers' 17-month struggle for unionization by Teamsters Local 364 has been stymied because of a National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ruling Monday to dismiss the Teamsters' petition to represent the groundskeepers and laundry workers, to vote on unionization rather than the entire campus work force.

"I think it's obvious that the Teamsters did not have that broad support of the workers," Thomas Bull, director of personnel, stated.

According to President of Teamsters Local 164 Roland Wardlow, "I don't agree with the decision of the NLRB, but I felt it would be unfair to the workers if we appealed the ruling and made them wait for the result."

Bull noted that the NLRB justified out (Notre Dame's) position on the size of the bargaining unit. It also shows the University has not been too far out of line.

With the interruption of the unionization attempt, the University will continue to improve worker's benefits, including health insurance and sick leave, Bull stated.

A suspect is being held on a $750 bond today in the St. Joseph County Jail on a battery charge stemming from the Dec. 11 shooting of a Notre Dame student, Joe Camarda, a senior. Battery is a felony charge.

South Bend police are holding two statements implicating McKinstry in the shooting, according to Homicide Lt. Charles Mahon. Sources close to the case say that police are still evaluating a second suspect.

The shooting took place at the 902 E. Carby Street residence of campus, and was immediately available to students since the shooting occurred two days after the Observer's last issue of the semester.

It was the third incidence of an
News in brief

Surgery fails to remove all cancer cells from Wayne

The Observer - John Calcutt, Staff Reporter

After all the figures are in, Notre Dame is expected to have produced more money from the Cotton Bowl than any other previous bowl. The approximately $900,000 remaining from Cotton Bowl proceeds will be transferred to the University's general fund along with the regular season's profits—another one million dollars. According to Valdiserri, "the athletic department is not permitted to solicit, raise or retain any money from the public in a separate fund." In a precedent set in 1970, Notre Dame entered post-season bowl competition as a means of securing funds for University programs. The big expense is air travel," Valdiserri commented, adding, "This year's charter rates were double last year.' We used to charter DC-8's which cost twice as much. But we have been then questioned as to why the expenses were so high, so we decided to rent smaller planes for $15,000. The money covered day-to-day expenses as well as transportation costs. Valdiserri explained, "In 1970, Notre Dame's sports programs generated about $33 million for the University's general fund. In 1971, the University needed at least another $200,000 to start a minority scholarship fund. If we didn't make it by entering the bowl game, the foundation would have had to look elsewhere for money."

Surgery fails to remove all cancer cells from Wayne

LOS ANGELES—John Wayne's 9.6% cancer operation last week for the removal of his stomach failed to take all the cancer from his body and there is "a probability that it will spread," a hospital spokesman said yesterday. Cancer cells have been discovered in the lymph nodes in the 71-year-old actor's stomach area, said the spokesman, Bernard Strohm, administrator of the UCLA Medical Center. Strohm said there is a "possibility that cancer has spread to the lymph nodes throughout the body which can influence John Wayne's prospects for recovery or further treatment. He said no decision has been made yet on whether more surgery it needed.

Schlesinger cites need for oil conservation

WASHINGTON— Tough government action may be needed, including gasoline rationing as a "last resort," if Iranian oil production is not restored by this summer, Energy Secretary James R. Schlesinger said yesterday. Schlesinger said a creation of life and its spiritual implications," the bill stipulates. Levels, as is sensitivity training and group encounters "the social situations. " Teachers shall stress the wonder of the possibility that cancer has spread to the lymph nodes throughout the body which can influence John Wayne's prospects for recovery or further treatment. He said no decision has been made yet on whether more surgery it needed.

Indiana bill to curtail sex education programs

INDIANAPOLIS: Sex education in Indiana public schools would be strictly controlled under a bill introduced yesterday by Republican Sen. Joan Gubbins. To conform with the bill's requirements, a sex education program in the primary grades must identify male and female roles as they relate to family and society and "prepare students to accept the wonder of the creation of life and its spiritual implications," the bill stipulates. "Classroom discussion shall center on positive, normal, moral behavior." Information on contraception and abortion is fully prohibited, even in classes at the junior and senior high school levels, as is sensitivity training and group encounters "the purpose of which is to alter values." State senate proposes drug dealer crackdown

INDIANAPOLIS: A bill to require most convicted drug dealers to serve time behind bars won the endorsement yesterday of the Senate Judiciary Committee. The measure, sponsored by Sen. Charles E. Bosma, R-Indianapolis, was sent to the Senate floor on a 5-3 vote. A number of loud-voiced ordinance changes, Bosma said, "we have a few counties in Indiana that have become havens for those dealing in drugs."
The bill would impose stiffer maximum sentences, but would prohibit judges from suspending fines. Weather

Partly sunny today with a high of 23 to 30. Increasing cloudiness at night with a low in the teens. Freezing rain or snow likely on Friday with highs near 32.

Blizzard strikes Midwest stalls after 30 inches

Governor Jim Thompson of Illinois had a good solution to his personal snow problem. He declared 22 northern Illinois counties disaster areas, and then went south to Florida for a family vacation. "The snow, which reached South Bend at around 2 a.m. Thursday, lasted through Sunday evening, measured about 17 inches in Michigan City and other Southern counties, according to National Weather Service forecasters there.
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Campus

4 pm - SEMINAR, "use of micellar systems in analytical chemistry," prof. w. l. hensel, wake forest univ., conference rm. RAD. LAB.
1:30-30 pm - PETITION, right to life congressional drive, N & S
DINING HALLS.
6, 8, 10, 12 pm - FILM, "live and let die," KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS T. G., GALL
6:30 pm - MEETING, organizational meeting--council for the retarded, LIB. AUB. & LOUNGE.
8 pm - BASKETBALL, nd vs. san francisco, ACC.
8:15 pm - FACULTY RECITAL, arthur lawrence, organist, SACRED HEART CHURCH.

Worse hit was the Chicago area, which picked up 21 inches of new snow, and drove Chicago's total ground cover to 30 inches.

O'Hare International airport, the world's busiest airport, was forced to close, snarling air traffic around the country. Along with Illinois's storm, which had claimed at least 6 lives by Wednesday, the storm had prompted Iowa and Kansas to declare disaster areas.

In Indiana, Governor Otis Bowen, M.D., has declared the four counties disaster areas. In Indi-

a, Governor Otis Bowen, M.D., has declared the four county area including LaPorte, Lake, Porter, and St. Joseph counties, a disaster area and many more had made it back and were settled in academically by yesterday afternoon.

Sullivan said that, ironically, the severe winds have not lessened the "convenience or problems" as a result of the weather. He pointed out that the severe winds have altered the environment by driving students of over the last two days, simplified his office's work, and a preliminary class list had already been sent to all instructors.

Any students who remain today or later can report to the Registr-

ary Office, Room 215 in the Administration Building to pick up their class lists. A number of students should drop classes and as adds as usual.

Everywhere on campus, the food services and power plant are functioning normally. As a closing note, it was 79 degrees yesterday in Orlando, Florida, which is only a few hours away by air, if you can get out of the airport.
Notre Dame revises hiring programs

by Michael Onufriak

University officials are complying with the U.S. Department of Labor's directive to revamp parts of Notre Dame's Affirmative Action hiring program. However, this procedure will not be completed today, the deadline originally set by the government agency.

Thomas Bull, Notre Dame director of personnel and Affirmative Action officer for non-academics, said that the University received the directive due to excessive "informality" within Notre Dame's Affirmative Action files. The reason for this informality is the University's dependence on "intuition" rather than strict adherence to the latest government statistics.

Bull was quick to point out that the University is not being directly accused of any wrongdoing. He stated that the problem was simply the informal character of University data. This fact was discovered during a "routine" inspection of Affirmative Action records which was conducted by the Labor Department on Dec. 13-15 of last year.

Bull said yesterday that University officials had done the best they could to complete the formalization process by today. Due to Christmas break and the unavailability of administrators, however, this process has not yet been completed.

Bull revealed that he expects the University will be granted a 30-day extension of the deadline by the Labor Department in coming days. According to Bull, Notre Dame has a "good psychology" for the Affirmative Action program. He added that the Department of Labor's review and subsequent criticisms of the University's record-keeping will help Notre Dame to formalize and improve those records.

Notre Dame will continue to be committed to the hiring of women and minorities and the Affirmative Action program, Bull noted.

Holy Week training program to be offered for liturgy

A training program on "Preparing Holy Week" for members of diocesan liturgy commissions, liturgy planning teams and directors of religious education will be offered by the Notre Dame Center for Pastoral Liturgy this spring.

Dealing with theological considerations and pastoral practice, the programs will be given in liturgical celebrations for Holy Week, the period of time that will place at Fatima Retreat House on the Notre Dame campus.

The following topics will be presented during the session:

- "The Shape of Easter in the Liturgy" and "Easter Faith" by John Gallem, S.J., director of the Center for Pastoral Liturgy and editor of Eucharistic Liturgy and Christians at Prayer.
- "The Daily Prayer of Holy Week" by Andrew Ciferri, O.P., professor of liturgy of the Roman Missal.
- "Planning a Reconciliation Service and Holy Week Overview and Planning" by Mary Alice Pail, C.S.J., currently engaged in doctoral research on the rhythm and spirit of the Roman Missal of Paul VI.
- "The Passion Narratives of Matthew and John" and "The Resurrection Appearances of Jesus" by Eugene LaVerdiere, nationally known lecturer and scholar.
- "Planning the Music of the Triduum" by Charles Connolly, a graduate of Boston College.
- "Celebrating the Liturgies of Holy Thursday" by Mark Searle, assistant professor of theology at Notre Dame and editor of Assembly, the Center's journal.
- "Celebrating the Liturgies of Good Friday" by John Allyn Mellah, S.M., director of the Center's on-campus training programs.
- "Celebrating the Easter Vigil" by James Lopresi, S.J., doctoral candidate at Boston University.

The training program will also include discussion, reflection and daily Eucharist, Morning Prayer and Evening Prayer. Registration is limited to 40 persons. To enroll, contact the Notre Dame Center for Pastoral Liturgy at 8811.

Notre Dame Center for Pastoral Liturgy

... Suspect

[continued from page 1]

apparent attempted break-in at the residence during the semester. Intruders involved in the first break-in, which took place just eight days after the opening of the fall term, succeeded in stealing $1000 worth of stereo equipment owned jointly by the two housemates.

It was not clear as of yesterday whether or not police could link the battery suspect to the two earlier break-ins. According to Lane, who was in the house at the time of the shooting, both he and Camarda were upstairs when they heard a "quick" knock and the simultaneous ringing of door chimes downstairs.

Since the two were accustomed to casual entrances by their friends, the noise gave no cause for alarm, Lane said. Camarda went down the steps to greet the would-be visitors while Lane remained upstairs, preparing for his scheduled campus radio show "Night-Train's Nocturnal Night Flight.

Moments later, according to Lane, he heard Camarda say "Hey-where are you going," followed by a "popping sound, like a firecracker." An ambulance was called seconds after Camarda returned to the upstairs room, clutching his throat, shouting, "I've been shot," according to Lane.

Police arrived on the scene within two minutes after the shooting, followed by an ambulance approximately three minutes later, according to Lane. More police and a number of police cars were on the scene within 15 minutes of the shooting.

JAM PROUDLY PRESENTS:

THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION

Saturday, January 27, 8:00 PM

NOTRE DAME A.C.C.

with special guest FIREBALL

STUDENT LOTTERY TONIGHT

6:00 PM

LaFortune Ballroom

Limit 4 tickets per person.

Student Union tickets go on sale FRIDAY ONLY

9:00 am-4:00 pm

Also available at ACC Gate 10

9:00-5:00
Logan Center volunteers to discuss new projects

When you’re heading for the top, there’s only one way to go...

Anheuser-Busch

Engineers, you really can reach the top when you climb with a leader. And no doubt about it, the world’s largest brewer and maker of Budweiser, Michelob®, Michelob and Natural®, is out in front. *

To join our Engineering and Operations Department on an undergraduate level, we need engineers who want to see a lot of different kinds of work in such diverse fields as material handling, automation, testing, pilot-plant development, steam generation, compressed air systems, ventilation, heating and air conditioning, and high-speed printing and can judging.

Our Operations Department is offering opportunities in our Production Management Training Program for individuals with leadership ability and engineering degrees. This 12-month course is designed to cover all phases of operation and administration and prepare you for a career in Production Management.

For further information and sign-up, contact your placement officer.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.
727 Pestalozzi
St. Louis, Missouri 63118

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

The Notre Dame-Saint Mary’s Council for the Retarded will hold their first organizational meeting of the spring semester tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium.

Mike Wolohan, co-chairperson of the council, stresses that newcomers as well as old members are welcome. "New people come every week," Mike said, "and volunteers are always needed." At the meeting the council will discuss the different dates for future activities and determine when volunteers will be needed the most.

As in the past, the council invites all students who wish to donate some of their spare time toward working with the retarded of the South Bend-Mishawaka area. Due to the habitual generosity of the students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s mentally retarded children, teenagers, adults and their families are able to participate in the various activities sponsored by the council.

Volunteers are needed for the weekly activities, which include classroom learning, speech, writing, arts & crafts, and music. These daily activities are held at Logan Center, located on the southern edge of the Notre Dame campus.

For those who would like to get some exercise, the center also provides the opportunity to participate in swimming and basketball.

Students with 45 minutes to an hour to spare between classes are always welcome to assist in these learning oriented activities. Volunteers are usually needed between 9 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. As in all activities, volunteers have the chance of specific age levels and area of talent with which they would prefer to work.

On a more social level, the council also recruits volunteers for their weekend recreation program. These sessions are held at the center every Saturday, from 9:30-11:30 a.m. Students are paired with a mentally retarded child, teenager, or adult with which he works during the two and a half hour period. The general idea of these weekend sessions is to have a good time. Activities include music, arts & crafts, swimming, and gymnastics.

Special events are an extra plus on Saturdays. The council is always on the lookout for groups of students with a special talent who would be willing to give a small performance for weekend activities to watch. Performances in the past have been given by the Karate Club, a magician, a juggler, and piano players.

Another weekly event is the bowling session from 3-6 p.m. every Friday afternoon. Dances are scheduled on a monthly basis, the first one for this semester is scheduled for Friday, Jan. 26, 7:30-10 p.m. at Logan Center.

Other special events planned for the semester are the Ice Capades and the Notre Dame-Colorado College Hockey game, both to be held at the ACC.

Later in the Spring, the council will host its annual picnic on the lawn in front of Holy Cross, and an overnight camp-out.
DIVORCE SETTLEMENTS MAY INCLUDE PROVISION FOR EDUCATION COSTS

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The expense of putting your spouse through college could count for something in a divorce settle­ment under a bill approved yesterday in the Indiana House.

The measure, sponsored by Rep. John W. Donaldson, R-Lebanon, and Joseph Summers, D-Indianapolis, would allow courts to award a financial judg­ment to education arises only after a suit to dissolve the marriage has been filed.

However, the measure, which passed 83-13, drew criticism from Rep. Robert Jones, R-Indianapoli­lis, who complained that it would spark needless litigation.

"Whatever happened to 'love, honor and obey'? Whatever hap­pened to 'until death do us part'?” he asked.

"Marriage has the cost of her husband's educa­tion. This is an attempt to reimburse that spouse for the limited education costs, lab fees and books," he said.

Auditions to be held

Auditions for the ND-SMC The­atre production of Spring Au­ktion will take place at 2 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 21 and 7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 22, in O'Laughlin Auditorium at Saint Mary's. Callbacks will be on Tuesday, Jan. 23. Audition materials are available at the speech and drama department office. Room 108. The script calls for 42 seats to play adults and children. Written in 1991 by German playwright Frank Wedekind, the play is a comic, yet frank, account of the sexual awakening of school children in a world dominated by strict adults. Auditions are open to all ND-SMC students. For more information, call 284-995.

The House also passed a related bill which would allow courts to enforce child support orders on parents living in certain foreign countries. The measure, which passed 91-11, applies to jurisdictions with a reciprocity arrangement with Indiana.

Auditions to be held

Auditions for the ND-SMC The­atre production of Spring Au­ktion will take place at 2 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 21 and 7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 22, in O'Laughlin Auditorium at Saint Mary's. Callbacks will be on Tuesday, Jan. 23. Audition materials are available at the speech and drama department office. Room 108. The script calls for 42 seats to play adults and children. Written in 1991 by German playwright Frank Wedekind, the play is a comic, yet frank, account of the sexual awakening of school children in a world dominated by strict adults. Auditions are open to all ND-SMC students. For more information, call 284-995.

The House also passed a related bill which would allow courts to enforce child support orders on parents living in certain foreign countries. The measure, which passed 91-11, applies to jurisdictions with a reciprocity arrangement with Indiana.

Florida helicopter crash kills five

OPA-LOCKA, FLA. (AP) - A Coast Guard helicopter and a small private helicopter col­ lided during practice flights 200 feet above one of the nation's busiest general aviation airports yesterday. All five people aboard the small craft were killed.

"It was just an incredible ball of fire," said eyewitness Chuck Allen. LaKow, a pilot for the Goodyear blimp, which is based at the airport, said one of the craft was heavily involved in the accident. "I saw the wreck­ age 100 yards from the ground. It was totally engulfed in flames when it hit the ground." Co-pilot Lt. Bob Allen flew over the scene moments after the 7:10 a.m. EST collision. "It looked like there was nothing left," Allen said. "I couldn't even tell what was down there. It was just a mass. Two piles of debris remained at midday. Both were covered with fire-fighting foam applied by airport firemen after the flaming and aircraft spun to the ground. Two officers and two enlisted men were aboard the Coast Guard helicopter, according to Allen.

"The victims in the Coast Guard helicopter were identified as Lt. Robert Gregory Aumann, the pilot, a former Army flier from Miami, Lt. Robert C. Shearer, Jr., the copilot, of Pembroke Pines, Fla., aviation mechanic Robert E. McClain, of St. Louis, and machinist's mate Jeffrey B. Case of Noonaburgh, N.Y., and Lt. Jrgen Elks, of Syang, Denmark. Rere unavailable.

The name of the pilot-student was not released. "He (the student pilot) was going up and down, and there was a mid-air collision," said Allen.

Ort said the student was on "a supervised solo," practicing takeoffs and landings with an instructor watching from the ground.

"As he rose to 200 feet, the Coast Guard helicopter desc­ended on top of him," Ort said. Allen said the Coast Guard aircraft was returning to its base at the airport after practicing air-sea rescue maneuvers in the area. On quoted the instructor, whom he refused to identify, as saying that the Coast Guard helicopter apparently was practic­ing a powerless descent at the time of the collision.

Jack Barker, an Atlanta-based spokesman for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), said the two aircraft "were not under air traffic control at the time." He said there was no advice to expect," Barker said, "but the area is used mostly for helicopter training." He said a federal investigation of the accident was under way.

Another FAA spokesman said the Opa-Locka airport and a general aviation field near Van Wyck, Calif. compete mostly as the busiest in the nation.
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The name of the pilot-student was not released. "He (the student pilot) was going up and down, and there was a mid-air collision," said Allen.

Ort said the student was on "a supervised solo," practicing takeoffs and landings with an instructor watching from the ground.
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Carter expresses hope in Iran; warns Vietnam

WASHING70 (AP) - President Carter expressed confidence yester­day that the Iranian people would be able to restore a stable government and economy to their strife-torn nation following the departure of the Shah.

Carter also called on exiled Iranian religious leader Ayatollah Khomaini to support the new govern­ment. "We do not detect any immediate threat to the border of Thailand from Iran," he said. 

Prime Minister Shapour Bakhtiar's government has won the support of the Iranian military "and "of the religious opposi­tion" follow­ing the departure of the Shah on Iran Tuesday, ending his 37-year rule of the Persian Gulf nation.

At his first news conference in five weeks, Carter said that despite the overthrow of the Cambodian government by Viet­namese-backed Cambodian in­surgents, "We do not detect any immediate threat to the border of Thailand from Vietnam." The in an apparent warning to Iran, the Carter expressed hope to petition congressmen

Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Right to life will circulate a pro-life petition. The South Bend student group groups are circulating pro-life petitions. The petition will be presented Monday in Wash­ington where more than 40 ND-SMC students will partici­pate in the national March for Life.

A Rosary Vigil will take place Saturday morning outside the Women's Pavilion Abortion Clin­ic on 9 a.m. A Pro-Life March will take place in South Bend at 1 p.m. Sunday. Rides will be available at the main circle.
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A new look for The Observer

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Do not let your parents feel this issue is being prepared for life. Or so we are told.

The stone wall put up by the students is a formidable barrier than that of the Administration. It is made up of stones that have been given on them. "I can't, I don't have time," is the Administration's reply for you. "Things could be worse. I like my dorm," "Get a new tack, sorry," "Our candidates are not successful."

Will this stone wall be our contribution to the Notre Dame Building Fund? If so, then only future Notre Dame students will suffer.

If not, however, we will take this wall with us when we leave, and put in front of our front doors. The stones will have printed on them: "I can't, I'm working overtime," "That's the government for you," "Things could be worse. I like my dorm," "Get a new tack, sorry," "Money = Success."

As someone who has run up against the Administration's stone wall, I must ask myself if I add to that wall. I remember someone saying that "An RA shouldn't say what he feels, Not because it would hurt his working relationship with his residence, but because his contract might be terminated." Is that the same type of stone that says, "A businesswoman shouldn't bring his conscience to work with him. Nor because it would make his job more difficult, but because he might lose his job?"

There is a saying, "Give me the courage to change what I can, the serenity to accept what I cannot, and the wisdom to know the difference." Here at Notre Dame, we're heavy on the serenity, light on the courage, and frighteningly light on the wisdom.

Judd Weinstein
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Editorials

A new look for The Observer

In September of 1978 The Observer began planning a change in its design. The purpose of the change is to make The Observer more readable and to improve its appearance. The staff is now working to implement this new design and how to use our new production techniques effectively. As in any learning process, mistakes are probable. Because of this, we have decided to limit the size of the newspaper until the staff becomes familiar with these new techniques. It is also possible that the new design may cause a slowdown in the production process. If this occurs, the paper may be delivered late. We would appreciate your understanding of the difficulties that we may encounter in the implementation of this new design, but we feel the new design is a necessary improvement in The Observer. And of course, welcome the comments of our readers.

The wisdom to know

What have been the big issues on campus this year? Certainly nothing that can compare with the loss of lives in Vietnam, or the fight for civil rights in the 1960's. No, the big issues have been: a refusal of a proposal for a part-time change in the student-student-run store; a proposed lottery to move seniors off campus; and, student rights. Certainly, nothing to compare with the life-and-death issues of ten years ago.

The surface issues of today, realistically, are just not that important. What is important, and so very dishonest, is the issue behind the issue. Last semester, Student Government members and groups of hall presidents and resident assistants have all spent great time and effort incongruous with the importance of those issues. Their time and effort have been spent with two stone walls. One, put up by the Administration, is to be expected. The other stone wall is the true barrier. It is erected by the Administration.

The Administration is not to give up 100 tuitions, bookstores profits, or the good favor of alumni without a fight. Anyone concerned with the surface issues realizes this. It makes the fight more challenging and more rewarding even if more frustrating.

The issue behind the issues is this stone wall erected by the students. We are ND. We are the future managers and leaders of the world. We are here being prepared for life.

Sensible guilt prompts letter

Dear Editor:

On November 11th, the ND-SMC Council for the Retarded, Big Brothers-Big Sisters, and Badin Hall took approximately 200 mentally handicapped children in a tour of the Notre Dame-Tennessee Football game. It was a scene of guilt which made me write this letter. I did not contribute my ticket. I did not really care about the importance of this football game. I could be you—or someone you know. The children had no idea that they would be included in this game. It meant more than that. It means more than that, but we can. So, let us join them and care. Let us care.

The ND-SMC Council for the Retarded and the Big Brothers—Big Sisters never saw me. I felt guilty. I never joined the group. I never contributed my ticket. I never joined the group. I never contributed my ticket. I did not care. I do not care. I cannot, I don't have the time. I can't, I'm working overtime. That's the government for you. Things could be worse. I like my dorm, get a new tack, sorry. Money = Success.

Dear Editor:

Don’t feel bad when you do not select me as one of your New Critics. Many have been chosen, and many will be. It has been a great experience for the four of us who have been chosen this year. We are grateful for the experience and will miss it. I look forward to a great year next year. I am looking forward to working with you. Please call if you need anything.

Emma Agresti

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Sunday, November 11, 1973

Your uncle—but as Director, the Marshals turned up at the at your hotel, and when he heard of the U.S. Embassy, he went into action.

GOOD FOR ME! DARK SPIRIT, SHOULDERED, YOU'RE NOT SCARECROWS MUCH OF A WIND-UP SHOT.

Well, the whole thing is not too bad. In fact, I think it’s a bloody English record. Given that we’re in the middle of the 1970s, it’s not a bad year at all. And we’re not talking about the mental patients, are we? The mentally handicapped people, the retarded kids. The hundreds of thousands of children in the United States, who are not able to act on their own. They need help.

Fellow students, demand an appearance on the campus by an independent American expert on China policy. You could select from a number of American professors having expertise on China, or even a former diplomat. The government of the United States is quick and quite able to discuss the consequences for college students of Press, Carter’s unilateral abrogation of the U.S. treaty with the Republic of China.

Will fellow students demand an appearance on the campus by an independent American expert on China, or even a former diplomat. The government of the United States is quick and quite able to discuss the consequences for college students of Press, Carter’s unilateral abrogation of the U.S. treaty with the Republic of China.

Daniel S. Molner

(Florida State University)
... Kentucky

continued from page 11

points as he led the Wildcats to an 81-76 come from behind victory.

With 15 minutes remaining, the Assumption Irish tallied nine unanswered points, four by Bruce Flowers and five by Kelly Sinnkiewicz as they traveled to Davidson in their third straight battle with a team by that name. But this group proved to be the most tame as they succumbed 95-63, upping their overall to 7-4 on the season.

Flowers proved the dominating force at both ends of the court coming early jumpers and clearing the boards with machine-like efficiency. Another sub, Stan Wilcox, relieved an injured bill Hardt and contributed from the outside and from the charity stripe.

Flowers finished the game with 19 points and did not miss a shot hitting all 5 field goals and free throws in addition to a game high 7 rebounds.

Gerdy closed out an outstanding career taking scoring honors with 26 markers while Haynes jumped in 18 in the losing cause.

Notre Dame 81 Lafayette 66
Notre Dame won its first game under the title as "the number one team in the nation" Tuesday night, as they went down an outstanding Lafayette team en route to a 91-66 decision.

The hero caused by the number-one ranking lasted for about the first 16 minutes of the opening game as Lafayette grabbed an early lead that lasted until the 4:02 mark, when Hankth took a jumper form the top of the key igniting a 16 point unanswered streak by the Irish.

The Leopards came out in a 3-2 defense that thwarted ND's outside game and then capitalized on maneuvers made by the Irish as they pressed to get the ball inside.

In a recurring theme, Phelps' squad wore down their opponents, enabling them to break the game open before intermission. Lafayette managed to stay close behind the outstanding play of guard Bob Falconiero who tallied 16 points in the first half. Orlando Wootdwar drove with a dunking exhibition of his own, while Tripucka and Jackson started hitting from cracks in a tired zone. Lafayette trailed 46 at halftime despite hitting 86 percent from the floor.

Flowers continued his hot hand sinking 5-7 shots while performing to perfection on five trips to the charity stripe. Wootdwar and Tripucka both finished with 16 points, while Jackson tallied 15. Falconiero topped all scorers with 20 points for the Leopards.

Now is the time to make a great deal on a TI-Programmable

TI Programmable 58

Programmable '68/59 Specialty Pallettes - Electronic Engineering

Programmable '68/59 Specialty Pallettes - Civil Engineering

$20 value 2 FREE software pakettes with purchase of a TI-58.

TI Programmable 59

Programmable '68/59 Specialty Pallettes - Electrical Engineering

Programmable '68/59 Specialty Pallettes - Manufacturing

The Texas Instruments technology - bringing affordable electronics to your fingertips.

Texas Instruments Incorporated

1020 East Bascom Highway

Champaign, Illinois 61820
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**$10 REBATE with purchase of a TI-59.**

7. U.S. resident only

8. Warranty periods and back-up manuals vary with the specific program. See instructions included in the library's manual for complete details.


10. The TI-58 and 59 are versatile, computer-like tools specifically designed for solving complex problems. They can get you into programming quickly and easily — allowing you to concentrate on the learning while they find the solutions. Both feature Solid State Software libraries with programs you write on handy magnetic cards.Twelve optional libraries are available.

11. See the TI-58 and 59 at your dealer today and take advantage of one of these limited time offers.

12. The rebate on the TI-58, inside and the Free Offer has 7 packages.

13. NICE POINTS, now spelled as "like the free offer has 7 packages."

**Just bought the TI-58, please send me the Free Offer!**

14. "Free Offer" will help fulfill the offer you have ordered above: you will receive a total of 12 programs (value of $19.74), an optional backup manual, and 20 program cards containing up to 4000 steps of prewritten programs. The Master Library is included with each calculator—an instant "tool kit" of 25 programs in key areas, Twelve optional libraries are available.

15. See the TI-58 and 59 at your dealer today and take advantage of one of these limited time offers.

16. Some TI-58's are upgradeable to TI-59's. See your authorized TI-58 dealer for details.

17. 1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated 46626
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...Icers slump
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his second goal of the series. But Irish hopes vanished when Mike Burroughs put the Nudaks up for good 5-4 at 15:27. An empty net goal in the final minute closed out the scoring.

Notre Dame 3, Michigan State 2
Michigan State 0, Notre Dame 3

EAST LANSING—Notre Dame traveled up north to Michigan State in need of a strong series to regain some of the momentum its four game losing streak, the longest of the season, had taken away.

"It was important for us to go up there and play well," said Smith, "because after losing four in a row, we needed to get some momentum back."

Notre Dame got nothing back, although it won the first night 5-2, and came away with a weekend split and some changes facing it the next week in practice.

Dave Paulin gave the Irish a 1-0 first period lead with a power play goal at 9:58 but Gary Harpell and Leo Lynett gave MSU a 5-1 lead with goals in the second period as the Irish continued to improve.

They woke up in the third period as the Irish continued to play, as Notre Dame, despite playing only period of solid hockey, came away with a 3-2 win.

Saturday night the Spartans opened up with three goals within a minute in the first period to lead 3-0. Bill Rohatien and Steve Schneider closed the gap to 3-2 with consecutive power play goals, but Lynett made it 4-2 MSU heading into the final stanza.

Schneider scored his second of the night in closing the gap to 4-3 with most of the third period to play, but the Spartans took away any momentum Notre Dame might have had with a goal one minute later and 4-3 to a 6-3 win.

"We just weren't able to mount anything against Michigan State," noted Smith, and just haven't been able to play team hockey. "We're in a slump and not the lines and defense we might have had."

Notre Dame, although tied for fourth with Wisconsin, is still only four points away from the first place Minnesotans. The Irish concept to pick up some ground against the Huskies this Friday and Saturday, with the faceoff scheduled for 7:30 both nights at the ACC.

...Dons

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

aged to score 5.6 points an outing while playing about half of each game.

"Their size will definitely be a big factor," emphasizes Irish Coach Darius Phillips, who hopes to see all students in attendance at the game at least one half-hour prior to tipoff tonight.

They have really improved since the beginning of the season. They belong in the Top 20. The big guys, Carwright and Bryant, complement each other really well."

While the Irish will have their hands full trying to stop the big double-pivot, they'll still have other worries tonight. Forward Doug Jemison, not too small himself at 6-6, is adding 15 points and eight rebounds to the Dons' arsenal each contest.

Even their guards aren't lacking in size. Billy Reid and Ken McBride, both 6-5, are holding their own in the ball for San Francisco in addition to pouring in nine and eight points per game, respectively.

In addition to handling the Dons' size tonight, Phillips squad will also be expected to live up to its current number one national billing, something which the eighth-year coach doesn't mind at all much.

"We've got to grow from this experience," enthused Phelps, whose team won't have much time to rest before Saturday's regionally-televisioned contest with the always-tough South Carolina Gamecocks.

"We're faced with the same type of situation Duke and Michigan State were faced with, we're just going to have to grow from it. We can't keep avoiding it forever."

Just like the Irish can't avoid two seven-footers tonight.

Lawrence holds recital

Arthur Lawrence, associate professor of music at Saint Mary's, will open the music department's second semester concert series with a faculty recital tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Notre Dame's Sacred Heart Church. The concert will be presented in cooperation with the Notre Dame music department.

Organ masterworks by Bach, Daquin, Buxtehude, Dupre and Franck will be played on the new Holtkamp pipe organ which was installed in Sacred Heart last year.

Lawrence is currently acting chairman of the music department and has been a member of the faculty since 1969. Organist chormaster for Saint Paul's Episcopal Church in La Ferre, he also serves as editor of The Diapason, the international journal for organists and harpsichordists.

What "Sticker Prices" Really Mean

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOW TO GET THE BEST BUY ON THE CAR THAT'S BEST FOR YOU.

Every GM dealer is an independent businessman. No one can tell him what to do. Not the government, and not the manufacturer.

But the government can and does require that manufacturers post a suggested retail price, or "sticker price," on every new car we build. It's a good idea, because it makes it easier for you to compare one car against another.

Remember, the "sticker price" is only the suggested price. The actual selling price may be different. That's because the law of supply and demand affects the prices of cars, just as it affects most other prices. And market conditions change all the time.

For example: a very popular model may sell at the suggested price, but frequent customers will sell for less, because the automobile business is highly competitive.

The difference between the "sticker price" and the wholesale price—that's what the dealer pays us—is called the markup, or dealer's discount. This changes from time to time, but as a general rule the markup on small cars is lower than on full-size cars.

The dealer's markup helps to pay his rent, taxes, salaries, utility bills—all that it costs to run a business. And he also has to make a profit, or he can't stay in business. Last year, GM dealers reported about two cents profit on each dollar of sales. As you can see, competition doesn't leave the average dealer a very big margin of profit.

You can affect the price you pay. It depends on the marketplace, for one thing. You may get a bigger break if you choose a slower-selling model or a car the dealer already has in stock. The latest sales figures published in many newspapers will give you some idea of how cars are selling, although the demand for a particular model may be greater or less in your area.

How much optional equipment you order on your car also makes a big difference in its price. Go over the list carefully, and equip the car just the way you want it. Then it will have most value for you, and you'll enjoy it more. You shouldn't buy what you won't use, although much of the equipment you add to your new car will make it worth more when you decide it's time to trade it in.

Most buyers trade in a used car when they buy a new one. And the value of used cars varies according to condition. Performance and the company that builds them.

This advertisement is part of our continuing effort to give customers useful information about their cars and trucks and the company that builds them.

General Motors

People building transportation to serve people.
Irish icers slump during break, drop to fourth place in standings

by Brian Beglane
Sports Writer

The holiday blues that seem to have plagued the Notre Dame basketball team the past few years left the Irish on the hardwood and have hit the Irish on the ice—and hit them hard.

When exams were all over and the Notre Dame hockey team left for Boston just before Christmas, it was sitting pretty in second place in the WCHA with a 9-4-1 record while sporting an overall mark of 10-4-1. But that trip east was the start of all the recent Irish woes.

Notre Dame dropped in two games to Boston College and Harvard and started off the second half of the season by being swept by North Dakota at home. Add a split against WCHA cellar dweller Michigan State last weekend and now look for the Irish in the standings to drop down two spaces, that is, tied for fourth.

"We are in the midst of a slump, there's no question about that," said Irish coach Lefty Smith. "I really wish I could put my finger on the exact problem. We're just not playing together as a team like we were in the first half of the year. Our main concern right now is to climb back out, and we'll be making some changes to do that."

Those changes will consist in a rearrangement of the first three lines as well as all three defensive pairings. The latter was caused in part by the loss of sophomore Don Lucia for the rest of the year to academic ineligibility. All these changes will be done to try and get the Irish back to playing like they were during the first half of the season, especially in the WCHA.

Boston College 10, Notre Dame 5
Harvard 9, Notre Dame 4
North Dakota 6, Notre Dame 4

The Irish faced "their toughest opponent of the year," according to Smith, when the Fighting Sioux of North Dakota flew into South Bend for a weekend series at the ACC. Unfortunately for Notre Dame, it saved its worst performance of the year for the first game and lost badly 9-4.

The Irish were still in the game heading into the final period, as they trailed 4-3. But the Sioux blew them out with four straight, two on power plays by Bill Himmelright, to mount an invincible 8-3 lead. Dave Poulin provided the only highlight for Notre Dame with his second hat trick of the year, but it was in vain. The Sioux poured a pound of salt into the wound with a short-handed goal on a breakaway with just three seconds remaining to cap a night each Irish skater would like to forget.

"We played 100 percent better Saturday night," said Smith, "but we just could not cash in on the opportunities—and we had them. North Dakota outplayed us in every way Friday, but the next night we knew what we were up against and played better."

It was not good enough the next night, though, because leading 2-0 and 3-2 at times, the Irish couldn't hold on. Down 4-3 with under six minutes to play, Jeff Perry tied it for Notre Dame with

(continued on page 4)
Jubilant Irish offer comments

Irish split and Kris Haines: "There was a point in the game when I was starting to feel a little sorry for myself. My leg was hurting and I've got a terrible cold, and I felt like giving up. Then, all of a sudden, I saw these guys around me weren't giving up. I realized I couldn't be selfish. They're a great bunch of guys.

"About the final touchdown pass" It couldn't have been a more perfect pass. It looked low and outside, but that's where it was supposed to be. It's my job to catch it. This is the greatest feeling in the world. It's a team effort. There are no individuals on this team. It's a team effort all the way.

Irish center Dave Huffman: "We were determined to show them (Houston) that we weren't just a bunch of guys. We knew that we could score a couple more times. We knew it probably wasn't going to be enough. But we weren't going to stop. We were going to show them that we had alot of class, too. A lot of teams in this type of situations would start up with the personal fouls. We try to play above that.

"About the end of the game" I had looked at the scoreboard so long, and we were behind for so long. And then they shut it off after we got a point ahead. I only got to glimpse it for a second. It'll take a while to sink in. But I'm just sort of stunned right now that we were able to do what we did. It's a great tribute to the team, to the coaches and to the players. I'm just another thing that's proven to me personally that this is the greatest University in the world, and the greatest bunch of guys. I'm just glad I came and proud to be associated with them.

Irish strong safety Steve Coby: (on touchdown run) "I couldn't believe it, I was wide open. I had a player holding on to each ankle, but broke through the tackles.

"We felt that if we could get them deep and force them to punt against the wind, we could win. As it turned out, that's just what happened.

"Irish coach Dan Devine: We approached this game differently as far as getting psyched up. It was a different type of game that we played, but the end result was the same. Our practices weren't as intense earlier. There was more free time. We just didn't approach it as intensely.

"I can't say that last year (win over Texas) was any better than this year. I really can't. Maybe there's no way you can say this can compare to winning the national championship. But right now I can.

(About Montana) "I'm kind of a one-quarterback guy, and always have been. Joe stays in until I'm absolutely positive it's time to make a move. (About the game) "We walked out there and were ready for anything that could have been pulled out of that turf. Our straung have been started to run out a little. We needed that big play to come in and to show people we could do it. I was just hoping we'd hurry up and find it."

...Irish come back

[continued from page 12] was incomplete, but Montana's quickness in releasing stopped the clock with two seconds remaining and gave the Irish one last chance.

"We asked me if I could beat him again," said Haines about his discussion with Montana in the locker room. "What am I going to do?" Montana answered: "You're going to do it. You're going to beat him again."

Haines, a Dallas native, came on the field with Houston's 3-3 tie at the Cotton Bowl. Montana, calling for the same play twice in a row, then proceeded to hit Haines with the ensuing huddle. "I said, 'Let's do it.' And we did it."
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Cagers down Warriors, 65-60, claim number one poll position

by Tony Pace
Editor on Chief

MILWAUKEE—Neither snow, nor wind, nor the Marquette basketball team could keep the Fighting Irish from the top spot in the polls against Jackson. Notre Dame overcame a seven-point deficit, as the Fighting Irish stormed to a 65-60 victory in Milwaukee Arena, 63-60. The Fighting Irish, led by Jackson, went ahead to Milwaukee, but for a while it looked as though they might not beat the Warriors.

When Jackson was inserted into the lineup with 15:20 remaining in the game, the Warriors led 37-29. The Fighting Irish national-television exposed with Kentucky, the Irish had little trouble against the La Salle, and South Bend's Notre Dame played 18 points, and 17 points, respectively, in an easy basket. Two more Jackson jumpers and a three-pointer by Bruce Flowers gave Notre Dame a 65-60 lead. 

During the holidays, the Fighting Irish had no trouble against the Wildcats, humbled the Irish by a well-balanced team in 1976, faced a similar situation. Duke was his every modest trouble. "It's not too often that two seven-foot players step on the same court at the same time, let alone the starting lineup," he said. "We didn't have a chance to play sound defense when we widened the margin to 17 points. When they caught the lead to nine, they proved that they are a sound ball squad."

What also added the Irish in the contest was the irascible shooting of St. Francis. The Red Flash connected on exactly 29 percent of its field goal attempts.

Four free throws by Tracy Jackson, three by Flowers, and two by Tony Pace, along with a 96-43 victory.

A capacity crowd of 11,343 witnessed the contest, as more than 200 interested patrons were turned away. More than 5,000 plus tickets were left for fans who were in the absence of the student body.

After a sluggish first half, Flowers exploded out of the gate, scoring the Red Flash's first 13 points. The Fighting Irish held the score tied at 15, 7-8, in the second half. Bruce Flowers, voted the most valuable player of the game, led the onslaught with 18 points on 8-of-10 shooting from the floor.

Woolridge wasn't only the bigpicture for the La Salle-and-Gold. However, Bruce Flowers and Kelly Tripucka netted 16 and 15 points, respectively, in an Irish attack which saw all 11 members of the Fighting Irish eager in the contest, led the onslaught with 18 points, and scored the Red Flash, 57-17, in the student body.
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A capacity crowd of 11,343 witnessed the contest, as more than 200 interested patrons were turned away. More than 5,000 plus tickets were left for fans who were in the absence of the student body.
Irish come back to edge Cougars in 43rd Cotton Bowl Classic

by Paul Madalone
Assistant Sports Editor

DALLAS -- The Cotton Bowl was called "the greatest ballgame ever" by Notre Dame coach Dan Devine because of the come-from-behind win that gave his team a 35-34 victory over Houston in the 43rd Cotton Bowl Classic Monday.

"It was a miraculous triumph and a num­

There was no place to hide for Notre Dame's Tommy Hausman, who kicked a 33-yard field goal with 2:05 left in the game to give the Irish the lead.

"The gutsy northwest wind was stiffening, and the conditions took a turn for the worse." said Bob Golic, who missed the second half of the game after freezing his knee. "I've never played in anything as cold as that before. And it got a lot colder standing on the sidelines."

"I'm goin' down farther south," quipped Hausman, after his last-second catch of Joe Montana's touchdown aerial, as noted in celebration by teammates from Notre Dame, the Irish pulled off a 33-34 win. [AP Photo]

Irish quarterback Joe Montana shares strategy with head coach Dan Devine moments before the senior signal caller teamed with Kris Haines. [AP Photo]

"I don't want to second guess our coach," commented Devine, undefeated in three straight post-season affairs since arriving at Notre Dame. "It was no surprise. It was a good call." 

"I don't think anyone started clicking after that." said Yeoman, brought the score to 36-28 with a touchdown. Two points were once again a must for the Irish, who regained possession at their own 33-yard line with 5:40 remaining on the clock.

"Clicking" isn't exactly the word to describe the events said. "I don't think anyone started clicking after that." paydirt.
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